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Abstract: Reforestation in sloping terrain is an important measure for soil erosion control and sus-
tainable watershed management. The mechanical stability of such reforested stands, however, can
be low due to a strong asymmetric shape of tree crowns. We investigated how neighbourhood tree
species richness, neighbourhood pressure, tree height, and slope inclination affect crown asymme-
try in a large-scale plantation biodiversity-ecosystem functioning experiment in subtropical China
(BEF-China) over eight years. We took the advantage of terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) measure-
ments, which provide non-destructive, high-resolution data of tree structure without altering tree
interactions. Neighbourhood species richness significantly reduced crown asymmetry, and this effect
became stronger at steeper slopes. Our results suggest that tree diversity promotes the mechanical
stability of forest stands in sloping terrain and highlight the importance of TLS-data for a comprehen-
sive understanding of the role of tree diversity in modulating crown interactions in mixed-species
forest plantations.

Keywords: BEF-China; biodiversity-ecosystem functioning; crown asymmetry; crown complementarity;
forestry; LiDAR; sloping terrain; terrestrial laser scanning

1. Introduction

Global forest restoration is an essential measure to counteract ongoing biodiversity
loss across biomes, and thereby, promoting ecological resilience and securing multiple
benefits for people [1,2]. Similarly, (re-)establishing forests on formerly degraded land is
a further important measure to halt ongoing global forest loss [3]. Specifically, planting
trees at sloping sites, where land-use conflicts are low, has multiple ecological and socio-
economic benefits, such as soil resource (e.g., reduction of erosion), watershed protection,
or forest food and wood-based energy provisioning [4–7]. Yet, in such areas, restoration,
reforestation, and afforestation success largely depends on the mechanical stability of
planted trees. Although there is ample evidence why mixed-species forests should be
prioritised over monocultures in forest projects [8], the role of (local) tree diversity in
modulating the mechanical stability of planted trees in sloping terrain remains largely
unknown.

Changes in local biotic and abiotic conditions are often reflected in tree morpholog-
ical adjustments. There is ample evidence that crown asymmetry is strongly related to
competitive neighbourhood interactions [9], as trees try to avoid competitive pressure
by adjusting their crown size and architecture relative to neighbour size. Such plastic
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responses to environmental conditions are species-specific and can be considered as one
aspect of crown plasticity [10–13]. In general, crown plasticity enables trees to improve
their light interception by resorting to spaces where light intensity is higher [14]. Given that
competition for light is size-asymmetric [15], taller neighbours induce a higher competitive
pressure on smaller individuals, which in turn results in a higher crown asymmetry of
the suppressed tree [16,17]. Alternatively, crown asymmetry of tall individuals can result
from a low competitive neighbourhood pressure when surrounding light conditions are
highly heterogeneous and tall, competitive individuals expand their crows in adjacent
canopy gaps to improve their light interception [18]. Moreover, it has been shown that
light-demanding tree species exhibit a higher plastic response compared to shade-tolerant
species, and that, within a given level of shade tolerance, the strength of a species’ response
to slope inclination depends on its phenotypic plasticity (e.g., broad-leaved vs. coniferous
tree species) [19–21]. Neighbour identity is a further potential factor that alters trees’ crown
shape. For example, light interception was found to be higher in species-mixtures than
monocultures [22], most likely due to changes in biomass allocation pattern and branch-
ing modes, which in turn result in a higher crown complementarity [13,23–25]. Crown
asymmetry can also result from harsh environmental conditions, such as exposure to
strong winds [26] or slope inclination. As trees grow larger, they develop larger crowns.
Large-sized crowns of trees growing on steep slopes should, therefore, be more affected by
gravitropism compared to those with small-sized crowns, leading to a stronger asymmetric
expansion of the crown towards the downhill direction of tall trees [9,27,28]. The magni-
tude of crown asymmetry, however, may regulate a trees’ mechanical stability and thereby
determine its susceptibility to abiotic disturbances, such as blowdowns and uprooting,
ice, or snow break events. As the frequency and severity of extreme weather events are
increasing due to climate change, it is important to understand how environmental factors
affect crown asymmetry. Particularly, the importance of tree species richness at the local
neighbourhood scale in shaping crown asymmetry is not well understood. This, in turn, has
high relevance for sustainable forest management, particularly in sloping terrain. Assum-
ing that species rich neighbourhoods promote positive interactions between tree species
and, thus, growth and performance of individual trees, the establishment of highly divers
reforestations would significantly improve ecosystem functioning and related services such
as timber production, carbon sequestration, or erosion control.

When it comes to quantifying crown asymmetry in mixed-species forests, terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS) has proven to play an important role [29]. It is a non-destructive state-
of-the-art technology that allows to quantify the three-dimensional structure of a given
target tree and its surrounding neighbours without altering tree-tree interactions [30]. The
high accuracy of TLS data (i.e., at the level of centimetres) offers detailed, high-resolution
measures in forests that are difficult to derive from traditional survey methods [31,32]
or from other remote sensing technics, such as airborne or mobile/personal laser scan-
ning [33,34]. However, this technique is still expensive and requires personnel trained
in the specific software to process the point clouds, so not many long-term studies of
crown interactions are available [32]. Here, we used data from a large-scale plantation
biodiversity-ecosystem functioning (BEF) experiment (BEF-China; www.bef-china.com,
accessed on 21 February 2022), which was performed in subtropical China and planted
in 2009 and 2010. Plot species richness ranged from monocultures up to 24 species mix-
tures [31]. Trees were planted in a regular grid, resulting in an initial maximum of eight
neighbours. In total, we evaluated TLS data of 878 trees collected over a period of 8 years
to address the follow questions: (i) What are the effects of local neighbourhood conditions
(i.e., neighbourhood species richness and neighbourhood pressure) on crown development
and crown displacement (CD) of a target tree (considering CD as a measure of crown
asymmetry)? (ii) What are the effects of site microtopography (i.e., slope inclination at the
spatial scale of an individual tree) on CD of a target tree? (iii) What are the underlying
mechanisms of species richness–CD relationships and the modifying impacts of abiotic site
conditions? We hypothesised (i) that neighbourhood species richness reduces CD due to

www.bef-china.com
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complementarity effects and (ii) that the strength of neighbourhood species richness and
neighbourhood pressure effects depend on microtopography.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Site

The study was conducted in subtropical China at the biodiversity–ecosystem function-
ing experiment China (BEF-China) platform (29.08◦–29.11◦ N, 117.90◦–117.93◦ E, 100–300 m a.s.l.,
Figure 1) [35]. The trees of the experiment are representative for subtropical mixed ev-
ergreen broadleaved forests. The most common soil types are Cambisols and Regosols,
with Acrisols along the slopes and Greysols in the valleys [36]. The mean precipitation of
the study area is 1821 mm year−1 and the mean annual temperature is 16.7 ◦C (averaged
from 1971 to 2000; [37]. The slope inclination of the terrain ranges between 1◦ and 53◦

(2% to 133%) [36]. The BEF-China experiment covers an area of ca. 37 ha. It consists of
566 study plots established in two sites: site A, planted in 2009, and site B, planted in 2010.
In each plot, 400 trees were planted following a regular grid of 20 × 20 trees with a distance
between them of 1.29 m, so each tree counts with eight direct neighbours. The high tree
diversity gradient of BEF China allows us to study the response of the same species in a
direct neighbourhood species richness (NSR) ranging from zero (monoculture, all the trees
are the same species as the target tree) to six.
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Figure 1. Location of the study site. The top right panel represents the provincial boundary of China,
adapted from the Standford Geowebservice WFS (Hijmans, 2015). The location of the study area
is represented with a red circle; the left panel shows the location of sites A and B (red polygons)
and the closest village (Xingangshan), with the coordinates on the ESRI ArcGIS World Imagery
WMS. The bottom right panel shows the studied plots on the ESRI ArcGIS World Imagery WMS: in
orange monocultures and two-species mixtures, where nine scan positions were distributed following
a regular grid, and in purple the four- and eight-species mixtures, where 16 scan positions were
regularly distributed in the centre of the plot.
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For this study, we used data from 878 individual trees (i.e., target trees) of the eight
tree species Castanea henryi (Skan) Rehder & E.H. Wilson, Castanopsis sclerophylla (Lindley &
Paxton) Schottky, Choerospondias axillaris (Roxburgh) B. L. Burtt & A. W. Hill, Liquidambar
formosana Hance, Nyssa sinensis Oliver, Quercus serrata Murray, Sapindus saponaria Linnaeus,
and Triadica sebifera (Linnaeus) Small. These target trees grew in 30 study plots from Site
A that varied in tree species richness ranging from monoculture to mixtures of 2, 4, and
8 species. All trees were randomly assigned to planting positions before planting, and were
planted in a regular grid with a distance of 1.29 m. Further plot information is provided in
Table S1.

2.2. Terrestrial Laser Scanning Data

TLS data have been collected during February–March of the years 2012, 2013, 2014,
2015, 2016, and 2019. For the whole period of time, this resulted in a total sample size of
4004 target trees. Table S2 shows an overview of the number and size of the files. Scanning
was mainly done using the laser scanner FARO Focus S120, but also the FARO Focus X130 in
2019, and the FARO Photon Scanner in 2013 and 2012 (FARO Europe, Korntal-Münchingen,
Germany). The technical specifications of the scanners can be found in Table S3.

The scan positions within the plot were equally distributed, recording the 6 × 6 central
trees with 9 scan positions for the monocultures and two-species mixture plots, and the
12 × 12 central trees with 16 scan positions for the four- and eight-species mixture plots
(Figure 2) [38]. Ten polystyrene spheres and three quadratic checkerboards were distributed
in each plot and used as reflectance targets to co-register the point clouds. We used a spatial
resolution equivalent of around 6 mm at a distance of 10 m. The FARO scanner was set up
on a levelled tripod around 1.3 m in height. All scans were performed in almost windless
conditions.
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Figure 2. Workflow of data preparation. Schematic representation of the scanning protocol is adapted
from Kunz et al. (2019, Figure S1) [13]. There, blue asterisks represent scanning positions, and letters
indicate different tree species. Black circles show the used software, while the outcomes are in light
blue circles. Main processes are in blue squares and the instruments used are in a purple square.
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2.3. TLS Data Processing and Calculation of Crown Displacement

The calculation of CD was based on TLS measurements. To process the TLS data, we
used FARO Scene software (V. 5.2.6) to co-register the point clouds of each plot. For the
co-registration, mean reference tension did not exceed 0.005. Then, we used a statistical
outlier removal to delete stray points and stored each point cloud in a local Cartesian
coordinates system (3D coordinates: X, Y, Z). Individual trees were extracted manually
using RiSCAN PRO (v2.6.2) and Bentley Pointools (v1.5 Pro). Each tree point cloud was
identified by its relative position within the plot and related to the reference targets, and it
was stored separately in an ASCII format.

Each of the registered point clouds of the plots in a given year exists in an arbitrary
local coordinate system. This is explained by the missing GNSS capabilities of the FARO
scanners. In order to compare the trees and the crowns over time, a multi-temporal co-
registration into a common reference frame (here UTM Zone 50N, WGS84; EPSG:32650)
was required. This was achieved in a two-step approach. First, the tree point clouds of the
individual plots were registered relative to each other. The tree positions were registered
using a 2D conformal transformation with constant scale in a least squares fashion [39].
The tree positions from the year 2015 were used as references. The scanners, which have an
in-built Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), and the respective point clouds were levelled
and rotated with respect to the horizontal level. In order to align the trees to the same
height level, we projected the tree positions onto the respective digital terrain model (DTM)
and calculated a mean height level for each plot and year. DTMs were extracted using the
rasterise tool with the minimum Z coordinate at each grid cell of 5 cm. To avoid below
ground points, each DTM was visually inspected before further processing. Possible gaps in
the DTM were closed using the raster package in R. A height correction was then applied to
the point clouds to achieve a match. In a second step, the local coordinates were transformed
in the global coordinate system in the same fashion using the theoretically planned tree
locations from the BEF-China data portal (https://data.botanik.uni-halle.de/bef-china/,
accessed on 21 February 2022). All multi-temporal co-registrations of the tree positions
showed a mean error around zero with normally distributed residuals (SD was between 1
and 3 cm).

For each target tree, we first determined crown projection area (CPA) from a 2D alpha
shape [40] of the orthogonal projection of all tree points in the x–y plane. We also computed
the geometric centre (centroid point) of the CPA. This point allows us to quantify the overall
horizontal direction and magnitude of CD with respect to the planting position of the tree.
Two-dimensional alpha shapes were computed in R 3.6.0 using the package [41]. The
alpha-value was set to 0.5. The centroid, area, and perimeter of the enclosing polygon were
computed using the sp package [42]. The stem position was computed by fitting a circle
(least squares procedure) into a horizontal slice (3 cm slice thickness) of the tree point cloud
at 5 cm above the ground. CD was calculated as the distance from the vector that goes from
the stem position to the centre of the CPA based on the 2D polygon of the CPA (Figure 3a).
The complete workflow is represented in Figure 2.

2.4. Explanatory Variables

To identify potential drivers of CD, we used microtopography, target tree height,
neighbourhood pressure, and neighbourhood tree species richness as potential explanatory
variables.

Microtopography (MT) was calculated as the distance from the stem position to the
horizontal unit (one meter) in the direction of the steepest slope [11] (Figure 3b). For each
plot and year, data on MT were obtained from the DTM (5 cm grid). Slope and aspect were
computed for each tree with bilinear interpolation from the DTM at the respective tree
location in the global coordinate system using the terrain function from the raster package
in R [43]. The height of each target tree (TH) was calculated as the difference between the
highest and lowest z-coordinate of the tree point cloud.

https://data.botanik.uni-halle.de/bef-china/
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Figure 3. Graphic representation of (a) crown displacement, where the crown projection area is
shown in grey, the centre is represented as a red dot, and the crown displacement is represented as
a red arrow. In green is the alpha shape representation of an individual tree; (b) microtopography,
showing in brown the terrain, in green the representation of an individual tree, and in red the vector
of microtopography; and (c) neighbourhood pressure, showing the crown projection area of the target
tree (with a black outline) and its direct neighbours. Dots represent the stem position, dots with
a cross represent the centre of the crown projection area, solid lines represent the displacement of
each neighbour, and dotted lines the pressure from the neighbour to the target tree. The red arrow
represents the total neighbourhood pressure. Different polygon colours indicate different tree species.

For each target tree, we calculated an index of neighbourhood pressure (NP, Equation (1)).
Other studies assume a linear relation between the size of the tree and its pressure on the
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target tree [11,12,26,30,44]. In this study, we, therefore, developed a new parameter that
scale the pressure depending on the relative canopy position in respect of the target tree: the
canopy level index (cli, Sup. Equation (1)). To account for the crown size of the neighbour
and the direction of growth, we also include the CD of the neighbour.

NP = ∑
n

(CDn + CP)× Cli
CP2

(1)

NP was calculated using vectors: for each neighbour (n), we sum its vector of CD
(CDn, represented as a solid line in Figure 3c) to the competitive pressure (CP, represented
as dotted line in Figure 3c). The resultant vector is escalated by the cli (Sup. Equation (1)),
and the result is divided by the squared of the CP. NP is the length of the vector that results
from the sum of the individual NP from all direct neighbours (represented as a solid red
arrow in Figure 3c).

Neighbourhood tree species richness (NSR) was defined as the number of neighbours
that differed in the species identity from the target tree. In this study, this resulted in a
gradient of varying levels of NSR ranging from 0 (conspecific neighbours) to 6 (maximum of
heterospecific neighbours). To ensure representative NSR-levels, respectively, we excluded
those target trees (n = 32; 0.9% of the data) that were surrounded by six heterospecific
neighbours (NSR = 6). Consequently, our NSR gradient ranged between zero and five.

2.5. Statistical Analyses

We applied linear mixed-effects models to test the effects of MT, tree size (TH), and
neighbourhood conditions (NP and NSR) on CD. We also included the two-way interactions
MT * NSR and NP * NSR in the initial model to test for potential NSR dependencies on
the CD-MT and the CD-NP relationships. Given the positive relationship between TH and
study year (t: 34.97, p < 0.001; Figure S3), TH also accounts for the temporal development of
the target trees. Species identity of the target tree, neighbourhood tree species composition,
and target tree nested in the study plot were used as crossed random effects. Moreover, we
included target tree height as a random slope in the model structure, to test for the effect
of tree ontogeny (i.e., tree height) depending on species. Including a random slope effect
significantly improved the fit of the initial model (∆AIC: 202.2; p < 0.001).

Model selection (backward-approach) was based on likelihood ratio tests with maxi-
mum likelihood estimations [45]. The best-fitting model was based on restricted maximum
likelihood estimation. CD and VP were square root-transformed prior to analyses to meet
model assumptions, which were confirmed by the residual plots of the best-fitting model
(Figure S4). Prior to analysis, all predictors were standardised (mean = 0, SD = 1). All
analyses were conducted using R (version 4.0.2) and the packages circular, lm4, lmerTest,
MuMIn, and sjPlot.

3. Results

The best-fitting model included microtopography (MT), target tree height (TH), neigh-
bourhood pressure (NP), and neighbourhood tree species richness (NSR), as well as the
interaction between MT and NSR, and explained 60% (fixed-effects only, marginal R2) and
85% (fixed and random effects, conditional R2) of the variation in CD (Table 1). As expected,
TH was the strongest predictor for square root-transformed CD, followed by NP (Figure 4;
Table 1). Here, CD increased as trees grew larger or experienced a higher NP intensity
(Figure 4). Moreover, the positive effect of MT on CD was modulated by NSR (two-way
interaction MT * NSR: χ2 = 0.40, p = 0.036; Table 1). CD decreased continuously with
increasing NSR, and this effect became stronger with increasing MT (Figure 5a). As a result,
CD of trees growing in heterospecific neighbourhoods were 4 % (NSR: 1) to 18% (NSR: 5)
lower than in conspecific neighbourhoods on average (Figure 5b). A maximum reduction
of CD (33%) was observed for trees on steep slopes (i.e., 51◦ in our study) growing in
species-rich neighbourhoods (NSR: 5; Figure 5b). In contrast, we did not find an NSR
dependency of NP effects (two-way interaction NP * NSR: χ2 = 0.32, p = 0.571).
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Table 1. Results of mixed-effects model of microtopography (MT), target tree height (TH), neigh-
bourhood pressure (NP, square root-transformed), neighbourhood tree species richness (NSR), and
the interaction between MT and NSR on crown displacement (square root-transformed). Parameter
estimates are standardised and represent the effect size of the covariates in the model. n = 4004.

Estimate SE df F p

MT 0.0109 0.0058 383.3233 3.5242 0.0609
TH 0.2119 0.0187 6.6612 127.8893 <0.001
NP 0.0578 0.0031 3909.9625 355.8978 <0.001

NSR −0.0244 0.0090 160.9722 7.3146 0.0076
MT * NSR −0.0111 0.0053 1125.5189 4.3397 0.0375

Marginal R2 0.60
Conditional R2 0.85
Random effects

SD (tree tag nested plot) 0.1022
SD (plot) 0.0601

SD (species identity) 0.0589
SD (neighbourhood composition) 0.0511

SD (tree height) 0.0516
SE: standard error; df: degrees of freedom; SD: standard deviation.
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Figure 5. (a) Effects of microtopography (MT) on crown displacement (square root-transformed) with
varying levels of neighbourhood tree species richness (NSR). Lines represent mixed-effects model fits
(with target tree height and neighbourhood pressure kept at its mean). X-axis shows MT in meters
and its conversion to slope in degrees. (b) Relative changes (%) in crown displacement between
conspecific neighbourhoods (NSR: 0) and heterospecific neighbourhoods (NSR: 1–5). Dots represent
predicted means based on a mixed-effects model (with target tree height kept at its mean), and error
bars indicate the 95% confidence interval of the prediction. Grey points (slightly jittered to facilitate
visibility) represent predictions for each level of the microtopography gradient ranging from 1 to 1.6
(see panel (a)).

4. Discussion

Based on an eight-year TLS measurement series on tree growth in the BEF-China
experiment, our study provides evidence that NSR has the potential to significantly reduce
the CD of trees growing in sloping terrain. We hypothesise that this finding is mainly
attributable to the effects of interspecific niche complementarity between neighbouring
trees, which increases with increasing tree NSR [46]. There is evidence that increasing
NSR increases the probability of neighbouring trees to differ with regard to growth-related
functional traits, which in turn affect tree–tree interactions in diverse neighbourhoods.
For example, functional richness-related differences in crown traits, biomass allocation
patterns, or light requirements are important drivers of crown complementarity and may,
therefore, reduce interspecific competition between neighbouring trees [21,24,25,47,48]. As
a result, NSR may improve tree crown complementarity (also in a physical sense) and, thus,
decreases CD as an expression of decreasing competitive interactions. This interpretation is
in agreement with previous studies which have shown that tree species differ in biomass
allocation patterns when comparing their growth behaviour in mixtures and monocultures
(increasing crown plasticity in mixtures; [23,24]). Thus, high functional diversity (with
regard to growth-related traits) allows tree canopies to complement each other without
increasing asymmetry. This is particularly important in the context of forests growing on
slopes, as it could potentially increase individual tree survival by reducing the risk of stem
breakage, and thus, enhance stand stability.

Interestingly, we also found a significant interaction effect between MT and NSR,
which negatively affects CD (partly confirming our second hypothesis). As indicated by
Figure 5a, CD decreases with decreasing MT for conspecific neighbourhoods, but increases
with decreasing MT for heterospecific neighbourhoods. These findings suggest that in-
traspecific competition (i.e., in conspecific neighbourhoods and monocultures, respectively)
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increases with increasing MT, which in turn forces trees to a higher crown displacement,
e.g., for minimising overshading (i.e., competition for light [16,19]). In contrast, trees in
heterospecific neighbourhoods benefit from a diverse neighbourhood with increasing MT,
since complementarity effects (e.g., attributable to different light requirements of different
tree species) may minimise neighbourhood pressure and, thus, CD [21,49]. In this context,
it is important to note that the CD of trees could also increase with increasing MT due to
physical displacement mechanisms, e.g., because trees might tend to overturn downslope
due to unstable substrate conditions. However, this process is effective across tree species
and different neighbourhood richness levels and, thus, cannot explain the negative NSR
and MT * NSR effects on CD. However, our findings did not support our expectation that
NSR effects on CD are mediated by NP (i.e., we found no significant NP×NSR interaction).
This suggests that NP is strongly co-determined by tree height, which in turn affects CD
(see below) and is effective regardless of NSR.

TH proved to be the strongest predictor of CD, with a positive relationship between
CD and TH. This contradicts findings from tropical forests, according to which TH and CD
were negatively correlated [16]. Our results suggest that trees growing on sloping terrain
develop asymmetric crowns already at an early stage, and this asymmetry becomes stronger
over time, that is, with proceeding growth of the trees. It is likely that differences in TH are
a driver of overshading, particularly for trees growing downslope, which forces them to
develop asymmetric crowns to improve light access. High CD, in turn, could be problematic
for the survival of trees in the longer term, because a strongly asymmetric crown growing
on a steep slope could challenge the trees’ capability to physically stabilise its crown
architecture against gravity forces [10], but also increases the risk of stem breakage.

In addition to TH, NP also proved to be an important predictor for CD, since NP
strengthened CD (according to the model prediction) and was closely positively correlated
with CD (r = 0.73, Figure S2). This is consistent with previous studies, which also showed a
strong impact of NP on CD [11,12,50,51]. Some studies found no significant effect of NP on
CD, but showed a close correlation between the direction of NP and CD [30,44]. A main
mechanism underlying our findings could be that competitive interactions increase with
increasing NP (e.g., for resources such as light). Increasing CD, thus, indicates that trees
attempt to avoid overshading (e.g., by upslope individuals), and therefore, re-position
their crowns. This is accompanied by a trade-off between morphological plasticity and
mechanical stability, and thus, high CD may decrease the mechanical stability of trees
and forest stands. CD, therefore, could be considered as an adaptive mechanism to avoid
competition for solar radiation by searching for canopy gaps. Since our refined equation
for capturing neighbourhood pressure effects (Sup. methods) significantly improved the
fit of the initial model (∆AIC: 135, p < 0.001; Table S2) compared to the index proposed by
Brisson and Reynolds [52], it is likely that the relative position of the neighbour crown and
its asymmetry constitute an important driver for crown asymmetry.

MT proved to be a third significant driver of CD. Even though several studies already
showed that MT had a positive effect on CD [9,11,53–55], we can substantiate this based
on data from a controlled experimental setting. MT strongly impacts CD, because trees
tend to grow downslope to avoid overshading and to improve light availability [55]. This
interpretation is supported by our finding that the direction of the CD was highly positively
correlated with the direction of MT (Figure S2) Importantly, this downhill orientation of the
tree crowns emerged rapidly, since it was already developed within the first study years
(i.e., only a few years after planting). The consequences of our findings for sustainable
forest management are discussed in the following conclusion section (see also [56–58]).

5. Conclusions

Reforestation of sloping terrain is an important measure to counteract the adverse
effects of former clear-cuts and to improve ecosystem services related to the reestablishment
of forest ecosystems. Forest restoration, particularly in sloping areas, improves carbon
sequestration, stabilises slopes by preventing soil erosion, improves groundwater recharge,
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and may improve timber supply for local people. However, many forest restoration
projects, particularly in the tropics and subtropics, made use of few or even only one
tree species, despite a broad spectrum of native tree species typical of natural forests of
these regions. Thus, resulting monocultures often show limited functions, for example in
terms of productivity or stability with regard to extreme weather events, but also miss the
opportunity to support high biodiversity, which in turn stabilises food webs and contributes
to improved ecosystem functioning.

The present study provides further evidence for the use of a diverse spectrum of tree
species in the context of reforestation projects and sustainable forest management practices,
particularly for sloping terrain. Our results suggest that tree species richness at the local
neighbourhood scale also plays a crucial role for the patterns of tree crown development at
sloping sites, as neighbourhood tree species richness minimises crown displacement, most
likely as a result of complementarity effects increasing with an increasing neighbourhood
species richness. This in turn indicates that tree diversity has the potential to physically
stabilise tree growth at sloping sites, reduces the risk of stem breakage or blowdowns,
and improves the quality of timber due to the formation of stems with lower CD. As a
consequence, sustainable forest management should therefore use the widest possible range
of tree species that are natural and representative for a given area. In this way, forestry
could improve the functioning of forest plantations (e.g., in the context of reforestation
projects) and related ecosystem services such as timber production, carbon sequestration,
or erosion control. In summary, our findings stress the importance of tree diversity for
forest stability and may encourage forest restoration projects to use a high number of
native tree species, particularly in the face of ongoing global environmental shifts such as
climate change.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/rs14061441/s1, Supporting Methods: Neighbourhood pressure
(NP); Table S1: Included plots and their characteristics; Table S2: Overview of mean file size (and
standard deviation) in Mb for each year and plot. In addition, the number of scans is given for each
plot; Table S3: Technical specification of the three FARO scanners based on the technical fact sheets
by FARO (Korntal-Münchingen, Germany); Table S4: Model comparison using different calculations
of neighbourhood pressure index; Figure S1: Representation of possible inaccuracies when using
(a) crown projection area or (b) height as size measurement for the neighbourhood pressure index;
Figure S2: Curve of the function for the canopy level index (cli); Figure S3: Correlations between the
direction of crown displacement (CD), microtopography (MT), and neighbourhood pressure (NP);
Figure S4: Boxplot showing the relationship between tree height and study year; Figure S5: Residual
plots of the best-fitting model.
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